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n the month of August, $370.1
million were sent to the General
Fund through income taxes, sales
tax, product taxes, and miscellaneous revenue. Individuals paid
$168.9 million in income taxes, and
sales tax brought in $188.3 million.
Corporate taxes totaled $5.3 million. Product taxes brought in $5.8
million and miscellaneous revenue
brought in $1.8 million. Overall the
general fund revenue exceeded the
prediction by $46.9 million. Individual income taxes exceeded forecast by 20.5%, sales taxes exceeded
forecast by 10.3%, and corporate income tax exceeded forecast by 1.2%.
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in-person shopping must have occurred in July — sales tax remittance by retailers to the tax comndividual income taxes included mission occurs roughly one month
$160.6 million in withholding subsequent to the sales transaction.
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streams. There are a few plausible explanations on why some tax
revenue streams are ahead of the
forecast but those explanations are
merely assumptions until confirmed
by new data, particularly on employment and income.
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